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COMPLEMENTS TO SOLVABLE HALL SUBGROUPS1

ROBERT GILMAN

Abstract. A Hall subgroup H of a finite group G is a subgroup

whose order is relatively prime to its index. We show that if H is

solvable and if the way prime power elements of H are conjugate

in G is restricted, then G has a quotient isomorphic to H.

Suppose H is a Hall subgroup of G. Let 7r be the set of prime di-

visors of the order of H. A number is ir if all its prime divisors are in

7T and it' if none of them are. The index (G : H) is 7r'. I f H has a normal

complement in G, then any two elements of H conjugate in G are

conjugate by an element of H; i.e. H is c-closed. Taking H to be the

permutation group on four letters and G to be the one on five letters

shows that a c-closed solvable Hall subgroup need not have a normal

complement. However if H has a normal complement we also know

that for any subgroup D of H the centralizer in H of D is a Hall sub-

group of the centralizer of D. Thus we have

(1) If H has a normal complement, then H is c-closed and

(C(D):CH(D)) \Stt'.

If H is a solvable Hall it subgroup satisfying (1), then by Proposi-

tion 1, H has a normal complement. Propositions 2 and 3 give other

sufficient conditions. From now on we assume H is a solvable Hall it

subgroup of G.

Proposition 1. If for every xEG and prime power element hEH

such that hx — x~xhxEH there exist elements y% • • • yk and subgroups

Bi • • • Bk satisfying

(a) x-yi ■ ■ • yk,

(b) yiEBiH, the set of products of elements from Bi and H,

(c) BiCC(h), 5,CC(A">•••"•-•) for 2 ̂ i^k,
(d) (Bi\Hr\Bi) is t',

then H has a normal complement.

Proof. By Corollary 1 to Theorem 9 and the corollary to Theorem

10* of [2, §5] or by a transfer argument we can find N normal in G

such that HN = G, N^G. Let M = HP\N, d = BiC\N. We claim that
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if xEN, then (a) through (d) still hold if we substitute M for H and

Ci for Bi. It is easy to see that (a), (c) and (d) are valid; we prove (b)

by induction on k. Since (G:N) is 7t, we have by (d) Bí = Cí(Bí(~\H)

and BiH = CiH. If *-l, yiEBiHf\N implies yiECiM. If *fc2, let
z = yi • • • y*-i. By (b) and (c) h'EH, and so by induction yiECiM

C.N. As before yk = z~1xEBkHr\N implies ykECkM.

If we restrict k to be 1, then Proposition 1 and (1) give the follow-

ing corollary:

Corollary 1. H has a normal complement iff

(a) any two prime power elements of H which are conjugate in G are

conjugate in H,

(b)for any p.p. element hEH, (C(h) : CH(h)) is w'.

We remark that if H is not a solvable Hall subgroup of G, but

(G:H) is 7r' and the other hypotheses of Proposition 1 hold, then the

proof yields that the maximal solvable ir quotients of G and H are

isomorphic.

Corollary 2 (Brauer and Suzuki). H has a normal complement

iff
(a) any two p.p. elements of H which are conjugate in G are con-

jugate in H,

(b) any subgroup E which is the product of a cyclic p group and a q

group for p, qEtr has a conjugate in H.

Proof. We show that the hypotheses imply that (b) of Corollary 1

holds. Let E be the direct product of the cyclic group generated by

h and a Sylow q subgroup Q of C(A) for any gGir.

By (b), E'CH. Hence h'CH and A* = A* for some hEH by (a).
Taking y=xk~1 we have Q"CE"CHr\C(h«) =CH(h). The converse

follows from the Schur-Zassenhaus Theorem.

Let H* be the subgroup of H generated by all intersections

HC\H*, xEX(H). If H is normal in G set //* = //. Note that N(H)

CN(H*).

Proposition 2. Suppose G = RSRfor two subgroups R and S satis-

fying N(H)EREN(H*), HQS. If H has a normal complement in R

and in S, then H has one in G.

Proof. We apply Proposition 1.

Suppose A, hxEH. If A^ZF*. then xER and by (1) we can take

yi=x, Bi = CB(h). Otherwise x=rst, r, tER, sES and h', hr*EH. In

this case yi=r, y2 = s, y3 = t and Fi = Cb(A), B2 = Cs(hT), B3 = Cn(h").
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Because Proposition 1 refers to conjugation of prime power ele-

ments, we can apply Alperin's results on fusion. From the definition

of a conjugation family [l, Definitions 5.1, 5.3] we obtain:

Proposition 3. For each pEir pick a Sylow p subgroup Hp of H

and a conjugation family for HP. Let F= {(Di, Ti)} be the union of

these families and the set {(Hp, N(HP))}. If for each (Di, Ti)EF and
hEDi there exists a subgroup Bi satisfying TíEBíH, BiC.C(h),

(Bi'.HCsBi) is ir', then H has a normal complement.

In particular for the conjugation family of [l, Theorem 5.1] we

have the following result:

Corollary 1. If for each pEn and p subgroup DEHP we have

(a)(C(D):CH(D))is7r',

(b) N(D) = C(D)NH(D) if CH, (D)(tD,
then H has a normal complement.
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